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CORRI WILSON: UK GOVERNMENT MUST INTRODUCE ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR 

SICK AND DISABLED PEOPLE 

Local MP Corri Wilson has said the UK government must pay attention to cross-party calls 
for cuts to support for sick and disabled people who are unable to work to be halted until 
additional support is introduced. 

The Work and Pensions Committee has published a report on the Disability Employment 
Gap and the £30 a week cut to Employment Support Allowance (Work Related Activity 
Group) which is due to hit new claimants from April.   

MPs found no evidence that reducing benefit payments actually helps people into work and 
have called for a “clear plan” from the UK government as to how the extra, unavoidable living 
costs relating to an individual’s condition will be covered. 

Corri Wilson, MP for Ayr, Carrick and Cumnock, said: 

“If the UK government is determined to press ahead with the cut of £30 a week for 
sick and disabled people who are unable to work, it is vital that additional support is 
introduced and I wholeheartedly support the Committee’s call. 

“It echoes the calls I have made to the government to recognise the folly of cutting 
Employment Support Allowance while there are no extra support measures in place. 

“The Committee heard countless pieces of evidence about how the imposition of 
benefit sanctions push disabled people further from work, and where there is 
substantial risk of damage to their health as a result. 

“I am delighted that the committee has united behind SNP proposed legislation which 
would establish a code of conduct to protect those at risk from benefit sanctions. It’s 
imperative that the Department now take these recommendations on board to deliver 
safeguards to protect disabled people from the devastating effects of the cruel and 
callous sanctions regime and ensure that their progress towards work is not 
impeded.” 
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Notes to Editors: 

 The Work and Pensions Committee report is available to view at: 

https://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/cmworpen/56/5602.ht
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